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Abstract: This paper discusses the risk arising from the emerging intersection of public safety, emergency response
technology, the Internet of Things, and computerless servers such as Amazon Web Services’ Lambda. The critical
question is: When a product such as Lambda poses such powerful possibilities in the public sphere, at what point is
developers’ ease-of-use a liability for the people?

Public Safety Answering Points: Overview and Governance
The emergency services sector is one of 16 critical infrastructure sectors identified by the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) as integral to American national security.1 While this sector covers multiple areas vital to public
safety — law enforcement, fire and rescue services, emergency medical services, emergency management, and public
works2 — these services tend to be geographically-distributed and community-based, showing an overall pattern of
local administration in first-response services.3
Public Safety Answering Points (or PSAPs) are, for most Americans, the single point of contact for these life-critical
requests. PSAPs receive 911 calls and dispatch (or transfer requests to) the appropriate emergency services:4
operating as twenty-four-hour emergency centers for areas in their jurisdiction. Although PSAPs are one of the most
important entities in emergency management, their governance is — by design — also local.5 While states hold
regulatory power over PSAPs,6 local authorities (such as cities and counties) hold responsibility for designing,
implementing, and operating these services.7 In the context of their importance to national security, this may seem
surprising. However, with the diversity of cultures, challenges, and physical circumstances across the United States,
local control is thought to be best-positioned for leveraging the strengths of community knowledge in emergency
situations.8
The federal government’s role in PSAPs, then, is limited. The DHS offers initiatives designed to lessen cyber risk for
911 services;9 10 and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) monitors and makes limited rules supporting
such services’ reliability,11 although its interstate jurisdiction constrains its power in local telecommunications
infrastructure like PSAPs. While some have called for increased action by the FCC in regulating 911 services,12 these
complaints have typically been in response to internet or telephone network outages, rather than the structure or
function of PSAPs themselves.
Perhaps the most direct standards across PSAPs nationwide, then, are those offered by professional organizations
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like the National Emergency Number Association (NENA). From a security standpoint, NENA offers detailed
recommendations, best practices, and checklists for PSAP systems, activities, and audits.13 14 15 NENA also offers
comprehensive resources in regard to risk assessment.16 17 However, all NENA standards and practices are
voluntary18, so they do not represent a regulatory mandate across the 5,874 PSAPs in the United States.19
While calling 911 to access a dispatcher may be a common point of cultural reference for Americans, the reality of
PSAP systems is far more complicated. In the age of the Internet of Things (IoT) — in which objects and devices are
increasingly internet-connected and engaging in the collection and communication of data20 — PSAPs are
encountering many more technologies and processes for integration with first-response systems.21 Some examples of
such IoT devices include building sensors (like smart smoke detectors, security systems, and industrial controls),
personal sensors (for health monitoring), and mobile sensors (such as drones for environmental sampling, or car
components for crash detection) — any of which might be integrated with PSAPs for enhanced emergency response
times following detection of life-critical circumstances.
With more IoT devices and software originating from both public and private sources, PSAPs increasingly face
growing external data — and with it, growing vulnerability to external threats. As the DHS puts it: “Because our
nation is now dependent on properly functioning networks to drive so many life-sustaining activities, IoT security is
now a matter of homeland security.”22 When it comes to the life-critical functions of PSAPs, the implications of this
IoT risk become magnified and ethically significant.

Serverless Computing: A Platform for Life-Critical Functions
Serverless computing has achieved popularity on a timeline similar to IoT ubiquity.23 While running code on these
cloud systems is not literally “serverless” — servers still exist, handled by another party24 — this type of service
functionally frees the developer from the logistics of servers, enabling code handoffs that can run without any further
infrastructure management.25 The extreme implication of this is that organizations can transition to a “NoOps”
model, in which enterprise IT becomes a thing of the past: developers could be the sole technical hires, deploying
code at a faster clip without infrastructure knowledge or barriers.26 27 28 29 Indeed, serverless architectures are
increasingly being adopted by developers because of the convenience that they offer.30 Conceivably, this model could
allow a single developer to manage all aspects of delivering an application.
Serverless computing is sometimes called a Function as a Service (FaaS). Within the FaaS realm, several platforms
are currently competing for market share: among them Microsoft’s Azure Functions,31 Google Cloud Functions,32
and and IBM’s Cloud Functions.33 However, the market leader in serverless computing34 is currently AWS Lambda
(a product of Amazon Web Services).35 In addition to serving massive customers like Netflix36 and Expedia,37
Lambda is also the compute platform that Amazon itself uses for Alexa38 and its AWS IoT services.39
It is beyond the scope of this paper to assess risks in all serverless computing platforms. Given Lambda’s market
share, then, it will be our principal subject for the analysis that follows.
Lambda is already being used in emergency response contexts. Emergency services in the Australian state of Victoria
are using AWS services, including Lambda, to manage alerts and responses to natural disasters.40 Agero, out of
Medford, Massachusetts, uses a similar stack (again including Lambda) to cue an emergency response following IoT
detection of a severe auto crash.41 Due to its IoT compatibility, pay-as-you-go-model, and scalability,42 Lambda may
be especially useful for emergency applications like these. When responding to unpredictable events that potentially
involve extremely high user loads at irregular intervals, the flexible capacity and lack of fixed costs during downtime
are particularly attractive from an emergency operations standpoint.43
Lambda is also becoming HIPAA-eligible,44 a sign that Amazon believes that life-critical services (such as medical
applications) can and should be run on the platform. Between this direction in policy and the existing use cases in
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emergency scenarios, it becomes clear that Lambda is a platform — and a product security standard — on which
people’s lives will depend.

Risks to PSAPs
Since Lambda is a major platform on which data may be delivered to/from PSAPs (as described in the previous
examples), it follows that Lambda’s attack vectors should be examined as part of an overall PSAP risk assessment. As
PSAP infrastructure is a known target for terrorism,45 46 this becomes especially relevant in a discussion of critical
infrastructure.
If life-critical technology running on Lambda is compromised by cyberterrorists, PSAP functions could also be
compromised in multiple ways. PSAPs could be fed false information from a compromised IoT sensor network47
running on Lambda, and rescuers could be dispatched to the wrong location during a simultaneous terrorist event
elsewhere. Similarly, a sensor network could be completely disabled, thereby veiling an attack in progress. Digital
emergency alert systems (running on Lambda, and relaying PSAP data) could also be disabled by a cyberterrorist,
thus sending no information out to the community, leaving individuals vulnerable in an emergency scenario. Lastly,
if PSAP systems themselves are running functions on Lambda, they are also directly vulnerable to Lambda’s attack
vectors.
While such attack vectors would also be possible on another platform (self-hosted or cloud-based), these types of
attacks are particularly easy on Lambda for two reasons: The ease of mismanaging a single set of credentials, and the
particular policies of Lambda’s public code repository. Both of these factors can become vulnerabilities through a
combination of lazy security policy and moderate social engineering, as will be described below.

Attack Vectors in Lambda
The AWS default (on account creation) is a single username/password combination that contains all administrative
privileges to all services (of which Lambda is one). If a developer does not follow the best practice of creating users
with limited permissions48 — instead maintaining this default root user for all tasks — this single credential, if
compromised, has the potential to take the entire Lambda application down. Compromising this credential could be
as simple as calling up Craig in accounting and impersonating a need for the AWS password. Since AWS payment
and Lambda code controls are locked behind the same credential, it’s possible that well-meaning nontechnical
employees could have access to the credentials for the root user without understanding the implications therein. In
contrast to the days of multiple servers being physically located in somebody’s basement, this single sign-on makes
Lambda (and AWS as a whole)49 an attractive target for nefarious remote access. Although this penetration scenario
may seem elementary, the pattern of socially engineering a root credential is well-established in the hacking toolkit.50
51 52
Interestingly, one publically-presented working prototype has already demonstrated Lambda exploits based
partially on bad AWS identity + access management (IAM) setup.53
While the previous scenario is an opportunistic attack on a weak customer target, there is also a risk for more
proactive compromises of the serverless ecosystem. As of February 21, 2018,54 the AWS Serverless Application
Repository55 has been a public, unmoderated resource for sample Lambda code that anyone can run in a single click.
Inherent in this is that anyone can engineer a vulnerability into code submitted to the repository — and engineer
popularity of this code through manual downloads from different destinations — thereby making the insecure code
spread to those who build a dependency on it. (Lambda offers no way to preview the actual source code of uploaded
samples within the repository: the user is only offered an external GitHub link56 to view the source, begging the
question of whether a contributor could upload one thing to Lambda, but represent it as another in the supplied
external link.) Through following forked code in this system, it becomes easy to reverse engineer who’s using that
code — and therefore, who has a particular security vulnerability. Although the Serverless Application Repository is
undoubtedly a move by Amazon to make its serverless ecosystem more usable, “sticky” and developer-friendly, the
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tradeoff with security is nevertheless troubling when viewed through the lens of how easy this code is to access,
versus how few security guardrails are mandated by the ecosystem.

Amazon’s Stance on Security Practices
AWS has a shared responsibility model57 for the security of all its cloud services: emphasizing individual customers’
responsibility for the security of their own data, code, and access management, while AWS is responsible for
infrastructure security. This offers the customer maximum flexibility for configuring and managing their projects,
but it also leaves the customer vulnerable should they not take that responsibility seriously (i.e., in a mistaken belief
that “the cloud is secure”). While AWS offers security measures to their customers, such as multi-factor
authentication (MFA)58 and resources on best practices,59 all is optional and up to the customer.
Interestingly, AWS’s most recent SOC3 specifically disclaims cybersecurity risk management in its scope, and notes
“human error” and “circumvention of controls” as inherent limitations of the SOC3 assessment.60 AWS
management echoes this in an appendix to the SOC3, noting that “ineffective controls at a vendor or business
partner” are inherently beyond the scope of AWS’s security controls.61 At a recent AWS Re:Invent presentation, a
customer also echoed this division of responsibilities, noting that “good AWS IAM [identity and access
management] account setup […] will be key to showing good governance” once an AWS customer moves into SOC2
compliance62 — although, once again, this responsibility falls on the customer.

Who is Responsible?
Should a breach in a Lambda application affect a PSAP, as imagined in our scenario, who would be responsible? The
federal government does not regulate the details of PSAPs or of Lambda; state regulations would likely not be
granular enough to spell out technical security practices; NENA guidelines are strictly voluntary; and Amazon
specifically disclaims responsibility for everything but infrastructure. Ultimately, it is the local PSAP authorities who
are responsible for making all decisions about their own security and data policies — including the decision to trust
a developer offering a useful integration. Similarly, it is the developer’s responsibility to secure their application.
But from a practical perspective — with nearly six thousand independent PSAPs, and untold numbers of developers
working on technology that could integrate with emergency response — expecting everyone to execute flawlessly on
their responsibilities may be unrealistic.

What Needs to Change?
Although we may have a clear answer for legal accountability in the event of a breach, the answer on ethical
accountability may be broader than this.
In supporting life-critical applications — indeed, in seeking them through HIPAA compliance — AWS Lambda has
become a steward (no matter how reluctantly) of people’s lives. Yet, rather than building policies and principles that
reflect the gravity of this reality, Amazon continues its libertarian attitude toward its customer community: offering
security resources, but not taking a strong stance on them. In the context of a peer group doing otherwise —
Facebook building features to detect and counteract self-harm,63 Twitter writing algorithms to counteract abusive
users,64 Google creating proactive responses to searches indicating at-risk status65 — this is a disappointing response
to an important burden.
Amazon has the opportunity to create a culture of security in its Lambda user community. Much like how it
incentivizes its own employees to seek out training and expertise (via phone tool icons66), Amazon could incentivize
its user community to become security experts through more visible and socially-enforced user education:
promoting the existing AWS certification program (which includes a security component)67 as a less-optional
industry standard, and rewarding developers who complete it with discounts on AWS services. Amazon could
similarly incentivize customer use of multi-factor authentication by offering discounts for those who use it, or even
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requiring that applications involving a life-critical component use MFA as a non-negotiable security measure.
Amazon could evaluate code before adding it to the Serverless Application Repository — much like how Apple
reviews all apps that are submitted to its App Store.68 And Amazon could also allow the user to preview repository
code directly, resolving the uncertainty of whether such code could be misrepresented by its originator. However, as
it currently stands, Amazon’s hands-off attitude on these issues sets a clear — yet indifferent — tone at the top.69
Although Amazon is not known for a strong stance on corporate social responsibility — only hiring a director for
this role in 2015,70 twenty-one years into its existence — this history does not stand in the way of its potential future
of proactively-responsible stewardship. As a market leader with Lambda, Amazon has the opportunity to set policy
at the same time as they mitigate risks in their serverless computing ecosystem. The business value of such
mitigation is directly expressed in their 2018 10-K filing:
As a result of our services being web-based and the fact that we process, store, and transmit large amounts
of data, including personal information, for our customers, failure to prevent or mitigate data loss or other
security breaches, […] could expose us or our customers to a risk of loss or misuse of such information,
adversely affect our operating results, result in litigation or potential liability for us, and otherwise harm our
business.71
A voluntary change in security tone and policy could be both a marketing tool, and a hedge against the risk
(reputational and otherwise) inherent in being the site of a crisis, should a life-critical Lambda breach happen.
Indeed, user security education ultimately aligns with Amazon’s business, with citizens’ interests, and with PSAPs’
security needs. For a company touting “customer obsession”72 as a core principle, this seems like an ethically- and
financially-sound investment.

A Role for Government
While it can be argued that enhanced regulation of PSAPs could lead to stronger security standards and greater
compliance, the original intention of PSAPs’ independent governance holds some weight. Allowing local knowledge,
priorities, and culture to inform emergency response gives individual PSAPs the freedom to allocate their resources
in response to local trends; collaborate with individuals and community organizations which may assist in the
overarching public safety mission; and nurture public/private partnerships with owners of infrastructure that holds
importance to the community’s overall wellbeing. Applying a set of standard rules, particularly in response to new
technology, risks quashing progress and efforts of local importance. PSAPs may be the best judges of risk/reward
equations in their jurisdictions, due to their authority on the area.
However, attainably-designed mandates may offer a realistic improvement in security, without compromising
innovation significantly. States could require that any third-party software or device linked to PSAPs be developed
by someone with the appropriate evidence of security-specific study: Perhaps, in this way, the AWS credential could
gain some teeth (especially if Amazon partnered with government stakeholders in the credential’s design). To use
the metaphor of a pilot’s license or a lawyer’s bar admission: government has determined in the past that positions
with the potential for harming others through their practice should be regulated by a credentialing process in which
mastery is demonstrated. When it comes to platforms, software, and data that determines the course of human lives,
this seems all too appropriate.

Technology — and Policy — Designed for Humans
AWS Lambda is undoubtedly designed with ease of use at the forefront. From streamlining developers’
responsibilities, to managing everything from a single set of credentials, to offering crowdsourced off-the-shelf code:
Lambda’s ecosystem reflects the tremendous importance Amazon places on usability. However, it is exactly that
degree of usability which catalyzes the vulnerabilities discussed above.
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When a product such as Lambda poses such powerful possibilities in the public sphere, at what point is developers’
ease-of-use a liability for the people? Within Lambda’s design and defaults, it is easier to ignore security than it is to
master it. And although this “frictionlessness” is attractive to software developers, the overall lack of security culture
and incentives in Lambda creates an environment in which the actions (or inactions) of an ignorant or
inexperienced developer may cause grave public consequences.
In this author’s opinion, the key takeaway for future Lambda development is the idea of proportionality: an idea
described by Sons, Jackson and Russell73 as “tailoring security strategies to the magnitude of the risks.” If Lambda (and
its Serverless Application Repository) were conceived as products for conventional business applications, the current
evidence of life-critical use should provoke reflection on the human cost of disproportionate usability and
insufficient security incentives. Although PSAPs are one downstream example of these implications, they are not the
only one. In the context of Amazon’s love for human-centered design, perhaps security policy itself can be factored
into human-centeredness — when the end customer is all of us.
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